Operational Guidelines for functionality of SNCUs has been issued vide order no: H/SFWB/4'O'-02-2012/2178 dated 02.01.14. The following corrigenda & addenda are hereby issued:

**Corrigenda:**

Sec D. Sr. No. 10: The clause stands modified as follows:

Operation of the dedicated generator set of SNCU: The existing generator operator of the facility may be paid a monthly remuneration not exceeding Rs 2000 for such purpose.

Sec D. Sr. No. 8: The clause stands modified as follows:

Minor civil, electrical and plumbing works at SNCU not exceeding Rs 20000 per annum may be done out of this fund. Such expenditure may be made by the facility in charge without waiting for PWD for civil & plumbing works. For electrical works PWD Electrical may be contacted.

Sec D. Sr. No. 12: The clause stands modified as follows:

Payment of daily wages to a maximum of 4 (Four) sweepers, male or female, engaged through existing agency for security and scavenging of the facility. For large SNCUs with 80 beds or more, additional 4 sweepers may be engaged in the same manner. Payment is to be made to the existing agency as per minimum wages fixed by the Department.

**Addenda:**

Sec D. Sr. No. 22: Expenditure for maintenance of dedicated D.G Set of SNCU up to a max amount of Rs 10000 per annum. Such expenditure is admissible for dedicated DG Set of SNCU only. DG sets shared by the facility with the SNCU
shall not be repaired/maintained out of AMG grant of SNCU. This arrangement will stand automatically cancelled once the department makes provisions for such maintenance from any other source.

The other provisions of the earlier order remains the same.

This order will take immediate effect.

Memo No: H/SFWO/4 '0'-2012/CFW-158/15/1(45)
Copy forwarded for kind information to:
1. Director of Health Services
2. Director of Medical Education
3. SFWO & Addl. DHS (FW)
4-16. MSVP, (All Medical Colleges)
17. Programme Officer, NHM
18. DADHS (CH)
19. Coordinating Officer, FBNC Cell
20-41. Superintendent, (All hospitals having SNCU)
42. Sr. PS to Principal Secretary
43. Sr. PS to Commissioner, FW
44. Office copy
45. IT Cell for Web posting

Date: 20.1.15

Commissioner (FW) & Secretary, H&FW Dept
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